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Hydrothermal ageing is one lifetime-limiting phenomenon of zirconia-based ceramics and composites for many
applications, from biomedical implants to ferrules and watches. Predicting hydrothermal ageing at use-tem-
perature implies a set of accelerated ageing experiments conducted under water vapour at several, high tem-
peratures (usually between 100 °C and 140 °C). From these data, the activation energy of ageing can be de-
termined, and thus ageing can be predicted at any temperature. However, obtaining precise extrapolations with
this procedure requires the use of lower temperatures (70 or 80 °C), leading to a rather long procedure (up to a
few thousand hours), and should involve at least one specimen for each test temperature. This article presents a
new procedure that allows the determination of all ageing parameters and the estimation of kinetics at use-
temperatures with the use of a single specimen within a shorter time, accurate enough for fast screening of new
materials.

1. Introduction

Zirconia ceramics can exist in three crystallographic phases at at-
mospheric pressure: cubic, tetragonal and monoclinic. The phase
transition temperatures depend on many parameters, among which one
of the most important is the nature and amount of stabilising oxides
present in the ceramics. 3Y-TZP (tetragonal zirconia polycrystal stabi-
lized with 3 mol% Y2O3) is the most used monolithic zirconia ceramic
for biomedical applications, thanks to a combination of interesting
properties: high toughness and strength (up to 6 MPa m1/2 and
1200 MPa respectively), perfect biocompatibility, white colour and
translucency. These good mechanical properties mainly come from
Phase Transformation Toughening (PTT) that involves the tetragonal-
to-monoclinic (t–m) phase transformation around the tip of propagating
cracks, the resulting volume increase acting to close the cracks and slow
them, reinforcing the material [1]. However, the same t-m transfor-
mation can occur on surfaces in contact with water, and lead to
roughening and microcracking [2]. This degradation phenomenon is
called hydrothermal ageing (or Low Temperature Degradation) and is
responsible for the decline of 3Y-TZP components in orthopaedics in the
2000 s. To prevent it, several strategies exist. In particular alumina-
toughened zirconia (ATZ) presents similar mechanical properties, while
being less sensitive to ageing [3]. ZTA (standing for zirconia-toughened
alumina) is also highly developed because of a higher resistance to

ageing [4].
Ageing may occur at any temperature where tetragonal phase is

metastable (for 3Y-TZP, anywhere below ∼500 °C). Over a certain
temperature range (for 3Y-TZP between room temperature and more
than 150 °C) it is a thermally activated phenomenon, thus faster at high
temperature and slower at low temperature. To assess ageing at room
(or body) temperature, it is thus convenient to extrapolate it from ex-
periments made at higher temperature (typically in water and in au-
toclave, between 80 and 150 °C). The typical procedure thus consists in
measuring the evolution of monoclinic fraction with time of the surface
of samples exposed to water (or steam) at different temperature, one
sample being exposed to only one temperature until saturation of the
monoclinic fraction. Then, from the ageing kinetics measured at (at
least) two temperatures, an extrapolation to the temperature of interest
can be conducted.

Any procedure to extrapolate ageing kinetics at low temperature is
based on the fact that hydrothermal ageing is cumulative, and on two
hypotheses:

1. Hydrothermal ageing is thermally activated in the temperature
range used for the tests, thus the kinetics follow the same laws at
37 °C as at higher temperatures.

2. The ageing exponent, n, is constant vs temperature.
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If these hypotheses are satisfied, the hydrothermal ageing kinetic
can be expressed as the evolution of the monoclinic volume fraction (V)
vs time by:

= − − ⋅
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Thus the knowledge of the three ageing parameters b0, n and Q
allows the calculation of V(t,T) for any ageing time and temperature.

The usual method [5] requires the determination of V(t,T) at dif-
ferent temperatures, and determines analytically b0, n and Q. Indeed,
on can write Eq. (1) as:
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Thus, after Eq. (2), for each temperature, plotting −( )( )ln ln V t T
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vs ln(t) gives a straight line of slope n. Then a common value of n is
chosen for all temperatures (usually the average of the values obtained
at each temperature), and for each temperature a value of b(T) is de-

termined after the intercept of −( )( )ln ln V t T
1

1 ( , ) vs ln(t) (this intercept

is: n·b(T)). Then plotting ln(b(T)) vs 1/T gives again a straight line of
intercept ln(b0) and of slope −Q/R. This is a well-established method
that gives correct results, but suffers from a few limitations that make it
not always easy to use. In particular, it was shown [6] that n may vary
during a same kinetic. Thus the determination of n and b may depend
on the person who makes the calculations.

Another, numerical, method starts from the same data (V(t,T) at
different temperatures), but minimizes the global error function ε be-
tween the measured values and the ones predicted by Eq. (1) by opti-
mizing the parameters b0, n and Q.
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Eq. (3) presents such an error function, in which each kinetic is given
the same weight whatever the number of time points. In Eq. (3), i re-
lates to the number of temperatures tested and j to the number of time
points for each temperature (for 1 temperature Ti, Ni time points are
measured); fij are the measured monoclinic fraction at temperature Ti
and time tj. Many other error functions can be used, the other most
frequent one being the one in which each experimental point is given
the same weight. Optimization of b0, n and Q can be conducted nu-
merically using a solver. This method presents the advantage to opti-
mize all three parameters at once, and is less sensitive to measurement
uncertainties. On the other hand, it must be considered with care since
it will not directly reveal potential deviations from Eq. (1), contrary to
the analytical method.

We propose here a new, stepwise method to extrapolate ageing ki-
netics to room temperature. It is based on ageing measurements at
different temperature on a single sample, and can largely reduce the
time necessary for correct extrapolations. In its principle it is similar to
Locati procedure for the determination of mechanical fatigue limit [7],
insofar as it calls on different levels of stress applied on a single sample
(the “level of stress” being here a temperature) and on a “theoretical
shape” of the physical quantity to characterize (fatigue limit follows a
Wohler curve for Locati procedure, and here monoclinic content follows
a Mehl Avrami Johnson law (Eq. (1)) for hydrothermal ageing). There
are of course some differences between the method we propose here
and Locati procedure. The main difference is that fatigue tests only rely
on one single measurement: the number of cycles to fracture; they don’t
allow the evaluation of the damage parameter during the test. On the
contrary, our procedure allows, and necessitates, the evaluation of the
monoclinic fraction at every step of the test.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Experiments were conducted on commercially available alumina-
toughened zirconia balls (ceramys®, Mathys Orthopaedie, Moersdorf,
Germany).

2.2. Ageing procedure

To assess the ageing procedure proposed here, hydrothermal ageing
was conducted in autoclave (Wolf Sanoclav, Germany), in water vapour
at different temperatures between 70 and 141 °C, according to the
schedules shown in Table 1. Schedules 1 and 2 are used to apply the
stepwise procedure (thus each sample is submitted to the whole sche-
dule), whereas the Usual schedule refers to one single temperature per
sample until saturation of the monoclinic fraction.

The monoclinic fractions were determined using X-Ray Diffraction
(D8-Advance, Bruker, Germany) at every time point of the same sche-
dule. XRD diagrams were acquired between 26 and 33 deg. 2θ, ex-
posing the (−111) and (111) monoclinic peaks, and (101) tetragonal
peak. The volume monoclinic fraction (fm) was deduced from these
peaks intensities using Garvie and Nicholson’s equation [8] modified by
Toraya [9]:
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All ageing schedules were performed on 3 samples. All measure-
ments of the monoclinic fraction were performed on two locations (pole
and equator) of each sample.

3. Theory/calculation

3.1. Extrapolation procedures

The usual extrapolation procedures are described in the introduc-
tion. Here they are referred to as UA (usual schedule, analytical de-
termination of the ageing parameters using Eq. (2)) and US (usual
schedule, determination of the ageing parameters by global error
minimisation using Eq. (3)).

The stepwise procedure presented here does not rely anymore on
complete kinetics measured at different, constant temperatures.
Instead, a single piece of zirconia-based material is submitted succes-
sively to different ageing temperatures. The single ageing kinetics ob-
tained this way allows the determination of all three ageing parameters.

The method is based on a set of three equations obtained from Eq.
(1), and on preliminary approach used to describe ageing at two

Table 1
Ageing kinetics schedules for the stepwise (SW) extrapolation procedure; Schedule SW1
and schedule SW2: all samples undergo the whole schedule; Usual schedule: three sam-
ples for each temperature.

Schedule 1: SW1 Schedule 2: SW2A, SW2S Usual Schedule: UA, US

Ti (°C) Δti (h) Ti (°C) Δti (h) T (°C) Total time (h)

0 0 0
141 4 141 4 + 2 134 150
134 3 + 4 134 3 + 4 111 650
121 15 111 15 + 20 90 3200
111 40 75 200 + 300
100 120 90 100
85 400 85 200
75 1000 100 50 + 100

121 40 + 40
134 10 + 10

TOTAL 1586 1098 4000
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alternating temperatures [10]. It is developed below.
Let’s assume a completely tetragonal material before hydrothermal

ageing (V(0,T0) = 0 whatever T0). Then a first accelerated ageing in
autoclave is conducted at temperature T1 during time Δt1. The resulting
monoclinic fraction is V1 and could be calculated by Eq. (1). Then the
temperature is changed to T2 and the material is aged again for a
duration Δt2. The resulting monoclinic fraction is V2. One cannot re-
present the points (Δt1,V1) and (Δt1 + Δt2, V2) on the same curve, since
they were obtained at different temperatures. Instead, one can estimate
the “virtual time” t2 that would have been necessary to reach the
monoclinic fraction V1 while ageing at the temperature T2. This time is
given by:
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Then, V2 could be calculated with Eq. (6):
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2 2 2 2 (6)

This leads to an iterative procedure, in which the state of the ma-
terial after the ith iteration (ageing at Ti during Δti) is described by the
following set of equations:
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Note that for a material that retains a non-zero monoclinic fraction
after sintering (V0) and whose monoclinic fraction saturates at a frac-
tion VM the set of Eqs. (7a)–(7c) can be changed to the set of Eqs.
(8a)–(8c):
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The result of an ageing experiment following this procedure is thus a
list of [(Ti, Δti, Vi), i = 1,2,…] (list in which all Ti are not necessarily
different). From this list one can extract n, Q and b0 (and V0 and VM if
necessary) either analytically or using a numerical optimization pro-
cedure (simply put, a solver).

Indeed, if one uses twice the same temperature (T2 = T1) for the
two first iterations (t1 = 0), it follows that b2 = b1, and the situation
can be described by:
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Which leads to the knowledge of n by:
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Moreover, incorporating a time increment Δti of 0 in Eq. (7a) leads
to:
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Combined with Eq. (7a):
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If Δti is small enough as compared to ti, then Vi is very close to Vi-1,
then a first order limited development of the exponential, a classical
equivalent of the logarithm and a combination with Eq. (7c) give:
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Thus plotting ⎡
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between two close points

(small Δti as compared to ti) gives a straight line of slope −Q and in-
tercept nbln( )0 , thus b0 can be calculated thanks to the previous
knowledge of n.

4. Results

Fig. 1 shows the determination of n, b0 and Q using the classical,
analytical approach (three complete kinetics measured at 90, 111 and
134 °C, analysed using Eq. (2)). It confirms that n is almost independent
on the temperature. Here a value of 0.94 was chosen for n (average of
the three slopes reported on Fig. 1(a)). From these parameters (reported
in Table 2 in the column ZTA-UA) one can calculate the ageing kinetics
at the same temperatures and extrapolate at 37 °C. The result is shown
on Fig. 2(a). Using the same set of experimental points, one can

Fig. 1. Calculation of n, b0 and Q according to the
analytical procedure.
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minimize the error function described in Eq. (3) to obtain directly an-
other set of parameters (reported in Table 2 in the column ZTA-US). The
kinetics calculated using this new set are reported in Fig. 2(b). In both
cases, a good fit of all experimental data is obtained.

Fig. 3 shows the results obtained from the schedule 1 of the stepwise
procedure (see SW1 on Table 1). The calculation of the ageing kinetics
parameters was conducted using a solver, and minimizing the differ-
ence between the experimental values of the monoclinic fraction and
the calculated ones. A very good agreement is reached. However, since
only one point was used for each temperature, an analytical determi-
nation of the ageing parameters was not possible. The values of n, b0
and Q found for the best fit are reported in Table 2 (column SW1).

Schedule 2 (see Table 1, SW2) was devised so that the measure-
ments at lower temperatures occur during the fastest increase of
monoclinic fraction with ageing time (above 30% monoclinic fraction).
This decreases again the total ageing time by a factor of almost 1.5 as
compared to schedule 1. Moreover, an analytical determination of n, b0
and Q was made possible by incorporating intermediate time points at
several temperatures (see Table 1). The results are shown on Fig. 4 and
were exploited using two procedures.

In the first one, n was determined from the two first points at 141 °C
according to Eq. (10). Knowing n, it was possible to plot

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

−
−

−( )ln lnΔt
V

V
1 1

1i
i

i
1 versus

RT
1

i
at the different temperatures (Fig. 4(b)) to

determine the activation energy (100 kJ/mol) and b0 according to Eq.
(13b). However it can be seen that the agreement between measured
and calculated monoclinic fractions is not very good. These results are
reported in the column SW2A of Table 2.

Using the same dataset the second procedure called upon a nu-
merical optimization procedure (solver) to minimize the global error by
adjusting b0, Q and n (V0 and VMax being known from UA or US pro-
cedures). The resulting kinetics are displayed on Fig. 5, and show a
much better agreement between calculations and experiment. Once

again the ageing kinetics parameters are reported in Table 2 (column
SW2S).

From the parameters reported on Table 2, it is possible to extra-
polate all the measured kinetics at 134 °C and at body temperature
(37 °C) (Fig. 6). At 134 °C, all (but one) extrapolated kinetics agree
reasonably well with the measured kinetics. Only SW2A set of

Table 2
Parameters for ageing of ATZ according to the different ageing procedures.

Analytical (UA) Solver (US) Stepwise Schedule 1 solver (SW1) Stepwise Schedule 2 Analytical (SW2A) Stepwise Schedule 2 solver (SW2S)

V0 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013
VM 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
b0 (h−1) 3.6·1010 3.6·1010 4.5·1011 1.1·1011 1.1·1012

Q (kJ/mol) 95.0 95.3 102.8 100.2 105.7
b at 37 °C 3.5·10−6 3.1·10−6 2.1·10−6 1.4·10−6 1.7·10−6

n 0.94 0.98 0.95 0.84 0.96
Overall error 5.3·10−3 1.2·10−2 1.2·10−4 2.2·10−1 2.8·10−3

Error/point 1.9·10−4 4.4·10−4 1.3·10−5 1.4·10−2 1.8·10−4

time in autoclave (h) 4000 4000 1586 1098 1098
Nb of XRD measurements 28 28 9 17 17

Fig. 2. Aging kinetics of ATZ using the classical
procedure. (a): fit parameters derived from an ana-
lytical approach (UA); (b): fit parameters derived
from a numerical global error minimization (US).

Fig. 3. Ageing kinetics of ATZ calculated after the SW1 procedure, using schedule 1 and a
numerical optimization; experimental datapoints are represented by blue triangles; cal-
culated datapoints are shown as open circles; calculated kinetics are shown as continuous
lines. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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parameters results in an incorrect extrapolation that underestimate the
ageing kinetics.

At 37 °C no experimental determination of the ageing kinetics of
ATZ is possible in a reasonable timeframe. Taking as a reference the
extrapolation realised using the classical, analytical procedure (UA), it
can be seen that all other extrapolations lie below although they are in

the same order of magnitude. For example, at 200 000 h (23 years) the
calculated monoclinic fractions lie between 0.23 (SW2A) and 0.39 (US).
Conversely the times necessary to reach 40% monoclinic fraction lie
between 200 000 h (23 years, UA) and 500 000 h (57 years, SW2A). All
other extrapolations lie between UA and SW2A.

5. Discussion

The parameters shown in Table 2 reveal some interesting findings:

- First, the experimental values of V0 and VM (resp. 0.013 and 0.75,
measured during a whole ageing kinetics at 134 °C) are adequate for
all fitting procedure.

- Second, the values of n are also very close: from 0.94 to 0.98, with
one exception (SW2A for which n = 0.84, due to the fact that for
SW2A n is determined from only 2 early time points, whereas for the
other procedures all time points are taken into account).

- Third, there is more scattering in the values of the activation energy
and of b0. However, when using b0 and Q to calculate b at 37 °C, all
values of b are in the same range (1.4·10−6 (SW2A) to 3.5·10−6

(UA)). Since b is closely related to the transformation speed (high b
means fast transformation), all kinetics at 37 °C also lie in the same
range.

In fact, since n is the same for all extrapolation procedures (except
SW2A), the parameter b (at 37 °C) directly controls the speed of ageing
at 37 °C. This explains why the values of b (at 37 °C) are ordered in the
same way as the ageing kinetics extrapolated at the same temperature:
SW2A<SW2S<SW1<US<UA (where the sign “< ” indicates a

Fig. 4. Ageing kinetics calculated after the stepwise
procedure (schedule 2, analytical).

Fig. 5. Ageing kinetics calculated after the stepwise procedure, schedule 2, with a nu-
merical optimization.

Fig. 6. Calculations of the monoclinic fraction vs time at 134 °C and at
37 °C using the different ageing procedures. Experimental points are
measurements taken at 134 °C during the Usual Schedule.
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smaller value of b and a slower kinetic). On Fig. 6, the grey band in-
dicates an interval of confidence calculated from the data of the clas-
sical procedure. Except for SW2A and SW2S, all extrapolation proce-
dures lead to equivalent ageing kinetics at 37 °C (all kinetics fall inside
the interval of confidence).

This leads us to wonder why the two SW2 procedures are outside
this band. SW2A proves to be the least precise. It is probably related to
the way n is calculated (Eq. (10)), taking into account only the two first
experimental points. Moreover, ensuring that Δti is small enough as
compared to ti means that Vi and Vi-1 are similar. Thus small, un-
avoidable errors on the measurement of Vi will cause large relative
errors on Vi − Vi-1, thus a large imprecision on Q and n·b0 obtained by
Eq. (13b) if one tries this analytical approach. In conclusion the SW2A
procedure should not be used alone; however it can prove useful to
provide initial parameters for the global error minimization of SW2S.

The difference between SW2S and the other procedures (UA, US,
SW1) may be attributed to the less important weight given in this
procedure to the lowest temperatures: in SW2S (and SW2A) 15% of the
total increase of the monoclinic fraction during ageing can be attributed
to temperatures equal to or lower than 100 °C. In SW1, this figure rises
to 27%, and to 32% in UA and US (taking into account all kinetics at all
temperatures). On the other hand, schedule 1 does not lead to satura-
tion of the monoclinic fraction.

SW1 and SW2 procedures present several advantages over the
classical ones:

1. They are faster: SW1 requires around 1600 h to test ageing at 7
different temperatures, covering here a 75–141 °C temperature
range; SW2 requires less than 1100 h to cover the same temperature
range. UA and US necessitate 4000 h to establish the full kinetics at
3 different temperatures (90, 111, 134 °C); this time would go up to
12 000 h to measure whole kinetics at the same 7 temperatures.
SW2 represents then a gain of time by a factor of 4–11.

2. They necessitate less XRD measurements (28 for UA and US, 9 for
SW1, 16 for SW2).

3. They require much less samples: a single sample is enough for SW1
and SW2, whereas UA and US necessitate at least one sample per
temperature (here at least 3).

It is rather difficult to decide what extrapolation procedure gives the
most precise results. One might decide on choosing the worst case. But
it is doubtful that the worst case will always be given by the UA pro-
cedure.

In our opinion, the UA procedure may prove to be the most accu-
rate, provided it’s conducted at both low (down to 80 or 70 °C) and high
(up to 150 °C) temperatures, which is not the case here. On the other
hand, this procedure will be so long that it cannot be used to assess
numerous new materials. In the framework of zirconia-based materials
development, schedule SW1 may be a good option to compare rela-
tively quickly between several materials. Of course, the schedules
presented here are not the only ones possible, and further developments
could be implemented in the case of completely unknown materials (for
example, start with a few hours at 134 °C, and change the ageing
temperature after each 10% increase of the monoclinic fraction). In all
cases, it is always advisable to start with the measurement of a whole
kinetics at high temperature, thus gaining access to more precise initial
values of n, V0 and VMax, while b0 and Q will be known after a SW
schedule.

Finally, it is worthy to point out that although the measurements of
monoclinic fraction after each ageing step are mandatory, X-ray dif-
fraction is not the only method available. The stepwise procedure
presented here should give similar results when using Raman spectro-
scopy [11,12] or any other ‘evolution indicator’ to measure the
monoclinic fractions.

6. Conclusion

This article presents a stepwise procedure to determine the para-
meters of hydrothermal ageing of zirconia-containing ceramics. This
procedure relies on ageing at different temperatures applied on a same
sample. It is shown to be faster than usual ones (relying on a single
temperature per sample) and less costly (necessitating less time, only
one sample and fewer measurement of the monoclinic fraction). The
extrapolation to 37 °C realised using both usual and stepwise proce-
dures lie in the same order of magnitude. However they are not exactly
alike. It is suggested that the stepwise procedure should be used for fast
screening of new materials, while a more precise extrapolation may be
provided by the usual procedure extended to lower temperatures.
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